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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are down -2% on news of a fast-spreading coronavirus strain out of
England. When the market is so confident we’re going higher, something always shows up. The British govt.
said the new strain is spreading 70% faster than previous variants. On the positive side, Dr. Scott Gottlieb
sees no evidence this new strain will evade vaccines. This has fresh travel restrictions in place and may put a
severe damper on a global economic recovery in the near-term. Questions around mutations, anti-body
immunity and testing have investors on edge. Expect to hear more about vaccine updates and the science
around messenger RNA vaccines. Oil tanked over 5%. European indices are all down close to 3%. Tesla is -4%
pre-market as it is officially added to the S&P 500. Consensus is for a slight pullback after inclusion, but
haven’t we heard that before? Tesla’s guidance in early January will be scrutinized closely. All this and we
have the House and Senate voting on a $900 billion relief package. Almost feels like a sell-the-news story on
stimulus. Brexit negotiations continue without a deal. I’m shocked!! S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -57.40, 10-Yr
Yield: 0.90%.
CORE Headlines:
 The United Kingdom stood shut off from the rest of Europe after allies cut transport ties over fears of
a new coronavirus strain, sowing chaos for families, truckers and supermarkets just days before the
Brexit cliff edge.-Reuters
 Tesla will make its much anticipated debut into the benchmark S&P 500 index, after rising to a record
high on Friday in a frantic day of trading.-Reuters
 RealPage said it would be bought by private-equity firm Thoma Bravo in an all-cash transaction that
valued the property management software provider at about $10.2 billion, including debt.-Reuters
 Companies from GS to NFLX are ramping up coronavirus testing of employees, with some even testing
on a daily basis regardless of whether workers feel sick, a process that is seen as necessary until
vaccines are widely available.-WSJ
 As BABA founder Jack Ma was trying to salvage his relationship with Beijing in early November, the
Chinese billionaire offered to hand over parts of financial technology company Ant Group to the
Chinese government.-WSJ (Whatever it takes, right Jack?)
 Economists, central banks, and private forecasters have struggled to predict the economic impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic this year, going from barely registering it to predicting it would cause the
worst economic downturn since the Great Depression.-WSJ (Always be careful of the so-called
experts.)
 Adding an arthritis drug called baricitinib to Covid treatment regimens that include the antiviral drug
remdesivir might shave a day or more off recovery times, especially for those who are seriously sick,
according to a new study.
 California’s new travel restrictions put in place to help prevent hospitals from being overwhelmed by
the pandemic, have thrown vacation planning into reverse as travelers start canceling their lodging
reservations.-NYT
 Data from the Center for Retirement Initiatives at Georgetown University show that as many as 40M
workers in the US could be saving for retirement by 2040 if private sector companies were required to
offer retirement saving options.-FT
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Fishing rights in Britain’s waters continue to be the main hurdle in ongoing Brexit trade talks between
the UK and the EU—British officials say the EU offer on fisheries and the fair competition playing field
remained unacceptable, and that the bloc wasn’t showing enough flexibility.-FT
Citizen Lab researchers say they have evidence that dozens of journalists’ phones were hacked with
NSO “zero-click” spyware.-Recode
Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer and Republican senator Pat Toomey reached an agreement
late Saturday on language to curtail the Federal Reserve's special lending authorities, setting the
stage for passage of a coronavirus relief deal and an omnibus spending package.-TheHill

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Marketplace: Dating apps are thriving during coronavirus http://bit.ly/38rLQ43
 Nautilus: How do we stay healthy in a world full of germs http://bit.ly/3haQJ5l
 Nat Geo: The surprising tradition behind Christmas trees http://on.natgeo.com/2KF3o4q
 USA: How should NFL teams find the next great GM’s? http://bit.ly/34zGqmj
Charts from The Daily Shot:
A more contagious strain of the COVID virus halted many international flights and sent London into
an emergency lockdown.

Source: South China Morning Post Read full article

Source: @bpolitics Read full article

• The pound reversed its “Brexit optimism” gains.
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Gold moved higher.

Source: barchart.com

some updates on the labor market.

• Small business employment (published by Homebase) continues to deteriorate.

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics
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Unemployment-related Google search activity is climbing again.

Source: Google Trends, h/t The Daily Feather

Corporate profit margins have rebounded.
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

Here is the growth trajectory of US retirement assets.

Source: @axios

some updates on housing.

• Southern states have been the focal point of new home construction over the past decade.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

Due to the pandemic, Freddie and Fannie have been waiving home appraisals on a significant
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proportion of mortgages.
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Source: AEI Housing Center

Real estate is the largest asset class in the US.

Source: Brookings-LOCUS Initiative Read full article

Shares of companies with products and services preferred by Millenials have outperformed
substantially this year.
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The Russell 2000 index is now outperforming the S&P 500 year-to-date.
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Fund managers have not been this bullish on small caps in years.

Source: BofA Global Research
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The momentum factor is starting to recover.
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US private equity firms had a surge in exits this year across 22 IPOs of portfolio companies. This is
the highest annual value in at least a decade, according to PitchBook.

Source: PitchBook Read full article
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